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ANSYS ACQUIRES ASSETS OF ELECTRONICS AUTOMATED
DESIGN ANALYSIS LEADER DfR SOLUTIONS
Acquisition gives customers access to premium electronics reliability technology
PITTSBURGH, May 1, 2019 – ANSYS (NASDAQ: ANSS), the global leader and innovator of engineering
simulation software, announced today that it has acquired substantially all the assets of DfR Solutions, the
developer of Sherlock, the industry’s only automated design reliability analysis software. ANSYS’
comprehensive multiphysics solutions, combined with Sherlock’s accurate reliability analyses, will provide a
complete designer-level toolkit enabling customers to quickly and easily analyze for electronics failure earlier
in the design cycle – saving users time and money during the development process.

Companies are under continued pressure to develop groundbreaking products as advances in autonomous
driving, electrification and internet of things continue to accelerate – increasing design complexity and making
it more difficult to guarantee the reliability of electronic components and systems. Sherlock provides
customers with a turnkey solution that seamlessly imports from ECAD and leverages embedded part libraries
to enable engineers to rapidly build and analyze 3D models of electronic assemblies. Engineers can then
subject their products to several environmental stresses, including temperature and power cycling, harmonic
vibration, mechanical shock and bending, to help ensure manufacturability and maximize the life of a product.

Headquartered in Beltsville, Maryland, DfR Solutions has customers across a range of electronic technology
markets and industries – including avionics and aerospace, automotive, consumer electronics, industrial,
medical, defense and telecommunications – that rely on Sherlock to address their product challenges.
“As electronics proliferates in nearly every industry, electronics reliability becomes a key challenge, requiring
companies to perform analysis earlier in the design cycles,” said Shane Emswiler, vice president and general
manager, ANSYS. “This acquisition will give customers the ability to push electronics reliability analysis earlier
in their design cycles – saving significant costs on testing and accelerating product design.”
“We’re incredibly excited to become part of the ANSYS family,” said Craig Hillman, CEO, DfR Solutions.
“ANSYS and DfR Solutions share a vision of democratizing the process of electronics design by bringing
powerful, analytical tools to every engineer involved in electronic hardware. ANSYS brings industry-leading
electronic simulation capabilities while DfR’s Sherlock extends the value of simulation by clearly quantifying
the real-world cost of design and material selection decisions. This acquisition brings the entire design
workflow, from functional block to change management, to the customers of both organizations.”

About ANSYS, Inc.
If you've ever seen a rocket launch, flown on an airplane, driven a car, used a computer, touched a mobile
device, crossed a bridge, or put on wearable technology, chances are you've used a product where ANSYS
software played a critical role in its creation. ANSYS is the global leader in Pervasive Engineering Simulation.
We help the world's most innovative companies deliver radically better products to their customers. By offering
the best and broadest portfolio of engineering simulation software, we help them solve the most complex design
challenges and create products limited only by imagination. Founded in 1970, ANSYS employs thousands of
professionals, many of whom are expert M.S. and Ph.D.-level engineers in finite element analysis,
computational fluid dynamics, electronics, semiconductors, embedded software and design optimization.
Headquartered south of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., ANSYS has more than 75 strategic sales locations
throughout the world with a network of channel partners in 40+ countries.
ANSYS and any and all ANSYS, Inc. brand, product, service and feature names, logos and slogans are
registered trademarks or trademarks of ANSYS, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States or other
countries. All other brand, product, service and feature names or trademarks are the property of their respective
owners.
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